1. Write short answers to the questions below.

(a) What was ‘Moose’ Bullman’s part in the bank robbery?

(b) What sort of day was it?

(c) For how long had he been waiting in the car?

(d) What was Ferguson’s nickname?

(e) Why had Ferguson found it difficult to open the door?

(f) Where did Ferguson put the cash-filled bag?

(g) What did Bullman do with the car after the robbery?

(h) What three things did Bullman and Ferguson do as they went inside the house?

(i) How long after Bullman and Ferguson went inside did the police arrive?

(j) Why were the police there?

(k) What description is given of Bullman’s car?

(l) What is Bullman described as looking like?

(m) Why did Santini reach out to touch the car?

(n) What did he do next?

(o) Where did Bullman say the car had been all morning?

(p) Why did Bullman suggest that the police change sides and become ‘crims’?

(q) Why did Santini ask for ‘a closer look’?

(r) Where are ‘Moose’ and ‘Ferret’ now?

2. Why did PC Santini become suspicious of Moose and Ferret’s story? Answer in a few sentences.

3. Write an AFFIRMATIVE and NEGATIVE statement for the proposition:

‘Criminals are better served by the justice system than their victims.’

Perhaps your class could debate this topic.

Affirmative

Negative